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Small Car 
Large Truck 

for Goods 
Large Motor Vehicle for 

Passengers 
Container 

Truck 
Driving License No./ 

ID card No. 

          

    

Issue 
No. 

 Kinds of 
Driving 
License 

Name 
 

Date of Birth
 

Sex 
  

Tel. No. 
 

Address  
Height       Cm Bare Eyesight L    R  
Weight       Kg Corrected Sight L    R 

Hospital 
 

Activity  Sight of Both Eye  Physician  
Virulent disease  Color Discrimination  Physician License  

Hearing □ Normal □ Totally lose □ Dysfunction Date of Exam  
Oral Function  

Health Examination 

Four limbs  
(Please add more description of disability condition overleaf.) 

 
 
 
 

(Photo) 

Physical Ability Exam  
Certificates applied/ 

re-issued 
 

Date of Exam 
 

Examining 
Agency 

 
Date License 

Issued 

 

Written test Skill Test 
Subjects Traffic 

Regulations 
Common Sense of 

Machinery 
Driving Test Specific Item 

Scores   
Examiner  Invigilator Examiner Invigilator 

Appraisal records made by the disability appraisal 
group. 

Key-in person Checker Undertaking Agency Signature   

Records of 
Examination 

Date of 
Exam 

M F

  

   

      □  Please tick here 
if you are disabled. 



Other Remarks: 
 

Please indicate the level of disabilities (please tick “ ” in the corresponding “□” symbols) 

 
□ 1. The hearing disabled, even after remedy, the hearing ability 

doesn’t reach 90 decibel 
□ 2. The person has lost hearing ability or losing power of speech, 

but still can communicate with others by sound.  
□ 3. The person has lost fingers of both hands, but some fingers or 

one palm of one hand are still remaining. 
□ 4. The person has lost one upper limb, but after installing the 

artificial limb, the disabled can do daily ordinary work without the 
help of others. 

□ 5. The person has lost left lower limb, but the other limb is sound, 
and after installing the artificial limb, the disabled can walk 
without the help of others. 

□ 6. The person has lost left lower limb, and the other limb is in 
disorder also, but after installing the artificial limb, the disabled 
can walk without the help of others 

□ 7. The person has lost right lower limb, but the other limb is sound 

or in disorder, but after installing the artificial limb, the disabled 
can walk without the help of others. 

□ 8. The disabled can walk without the help of artificial limbs or 
others person’s help. 

□ 9. The disabled can easily crouch and stand up 
□ 10. The disabled has not lost trunk or limbs, but due to an inborn 

or acquired diseases, the person has lost some physical functions 
(such as limbs deformed, paralysis, or trunk deformed which 
caused the person difficult to walk or stand up), but after installing 
the artificial limbs, this person can walk without the help of 
others. 

□ 11. Other physical disability conditions (Please have the physician 
to make records in the following space)

Signature 
of the 
physician 
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